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Stewardship and the Retired Senior Leader: Toward a New Professional Ethic

In the interest of winning this war we all must defer judgments about the efficacy of our wartime leaders to the wisdom of the American voters and the 20-20 hindsight of historians like me...after our Soldiers and Marines come home.

Former Commandant, U.S. Army War College

It is a remarkable thing indeed when the nation's senior military leader, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, feels compelled to publically render as "disappointing" the criticisms by former military officers toward the President's management of national security information. The August 2012 comments by General Martin Dempsey, describing the policy criticisms as "eroding that bond of trust that we have with the American people," was the most recent iteration of an enduring question about the proper relationship of former military leaders to the civilian leadership and active military. It also begs the more nuanced question of professional ethics incumbent upon retired military leaders and its consequences for the military profession.

The underlying tension between the executive branch and former military leaders is hardly new. The annals of military and civilian relations are replete with examples of retired flag and general officers openly criticizing military strategic planning, organization, and operations in peace and war. In the mid-1950s, President Dwight Eisenhower was confronted by active and vociferous opposition from uniformed Army leaders to his strategic approach which relied heavily upon nuclear weapons at the expense of a large standing Army. This opposition endured well into the retirements of General Matthew B. Ridgway, General James M. Gavin, and General Maxwell Taylor,
who each wrote and advocated against what they perceived as a poorly conceived policy compromising national security in the face of a rising Soviet threat.  

In the modern era, policy advocacy by retired military leaders has taken on a new political character that could have hardly been imagined a half century ago. The contemporary nature of instant and enduring information via the Internet and print and cable news has fundamentally altered the manner in which the voices of former senior leaders are received and utilized. Association with the active force affords retired senior leaders important credibility and responsibility in matters affecting the national security dialogue requiring a renewed vigilance and attention.

An essential issue is whether, given the partisanship and proliferation of public information, retired military leaders are bound to a professional ethic subjugating their right of public participation to an ethic of political stoicism and restraint. The following discussion attempts to answer this question, looking at the associative nature of the military profession and the juxtaposition of legitimate policy dissent against an apolitical professional ethic.

Perhaps most importantly, it considers whether retired military leaders have a responsibility to the military profession that endures beyond active service. The idea of \textit{stewardship} of the military profession by its retired cohort is examined in the context of its consequences for the profession of arms, its relationship to the American public, whether retired leaders' enduring association with the armed forces obligates them to an ethical code of nonpartisan restraint congruent with their elevated place within military society, and the nation at large.
The Military as a Profession

A seminal consideration of military professionalism remains the work of Samuel Huntington in his 1957 book *The Soldier and the State*. Huntington concluded that "the vocation of officership meets the principal criteria of professionalism," and that "a distinct sphere of military competence exists which is common to all, or almost all, officers and which distinguishes them from…civilians." Importantly, Huntington’s principle observation was that apolitical military professionalism, particularly within the officer corps, is essential to the military ideal “in which the behavior of men is governed by a code, the product of generations.”

Anthony Hartle took a similar look at the nature of the military profession, considering the "complexity of the American military ethic." Hartle assumed there is a military profession by referencing and refining Huntington’s analysis and went on to employ the concept of "role-differentiated behavior which calls upon members of a profession to act differently than general members of society." He suggested, in broad terms, "that the American professional military ethic is a synthesis of the functional requirements of the profession of arms, the principles underlying the prescriptions of the laws of war, and the moral implications generated by the enduring values of American society." Citing Huntington, Hartle concluded that "The role of the American military professional is a morally coherent, partially differentiated role that is rationally justified within the context of American society."

Hartle cited the lawyer-client privilege and confidentiality as an example of ethical rules governing the conduct of professionals, in this case promotion of the adversarial legal system. "From this view," Hartle observed, "lawyers are said to have a
differentiated role in society.” He then argued that the unique position and status of the military affords its profession a similarly differentiated role, concluding that in many circumstances "society can realize the desired benefits only if the profession operates under special norms," defined as "an idea that a given behavior is expected because it is right, proper, moral, wise, efficient, technically correct or otherwise defined as desirable."

More broadly speaking, the distinguished British officer, academic, and author General Sir John Hackett has written of the military profession:

Service under arms has been seen at some times and in some places as a calling resembling that of a priesthood in its dedication....a more or less exclusive group coherence, a complex of institutions peculiar to itself, and educational pattern adapted to its own specific needs, a career structure of its own and a distinct place in the society which has brought it forth. In all these respects it has strong points of resemblance to medicine and the law, as well as the holy orders.

Whether as a function Huntington's "role differentiated behavior," Hartle's lawyer-client analogy, or Hackett's almost romantic allusion to the military as a "holy order," it is clear that there exists a distinctive military profession with its own particular function, character, and ethics. Among its unique characteristics are the differentiated roles and relationships of its two principle cohorts — the active military and the retired military — as essential parts of the same fraternal order.

**Retired Leaders as Stewards of the Profession**

As a function of professional responsibility and association, the retired cohort are those senior members of the profession who dedicated the better part of their working life to military service, were educated in its schools and war colleges, steeped in its culture, led its organizations, and whose association with the military endures in the
mind of the active force and the American public. While the profession's retired cohort does not lay aside the citizen, it is never entirely separate from the Soldier, either. With that role comes a certain moral and ethical responsibility as a representative and generational steward of the profession itself, as a responsible defender and guarantor for its future.

From a purely legalistic perspective, retired members of the military remain tied to the profession through their association with the military via retired pay, benefits including medical care and access to military facilities and installations, and the fact that they are generally subject to involuntary recall to active duty by an order of the Secretary of Defense. Subject to certain conflict of interest prohibitions, federal regulations also allow retired members of the military to retain their military ranks and titles, afford them unique death benefits, and laud them for their service to the nation.

Dr. Richard Swain, at the United States Military Academy, has considered the application of codified ethical standards on the military's active cohort. He found the public participation of retired officers in certain national policy debates troubling. Noting the "famous remark by General George Marshall to a newspaper correspondent that 'I have never voted, my father was a Democrat, my mother a Republican, and I am an Episcopalian,'" Swain concluded that the retired cohort of senior leaders is bound to at least the spirit of Marshall's commitment and abstention from partisan involvement. Swain observed,

It is at least a false proposition that upon retirement officers revert to full civilian status in so far as the obligations they undertook at their commissioning. Retirement is not resignation. It is a matter of fact, not interpretation, that retired officers remain members of the armed forces by law and regulation....Unless, like George Washington, they lay down their commissions by resignation, it is reasonable to assume that they remain
at least ethically obliged to observe the limitations imposed by commissioned service, accepted by the oath they made and commission they still hold. These limitations are imposed by obligations of loyalty to the Constitution, the virtues of patriotism, valor, fidelity, and abilities, and certainly, as officers, include public respect to the office of the President and other Department of Defense civil authorities.\textsuperscript{18}

Accordingly, for better or worse, retired leaders are inescapably associated with the active cohort and have a powerful professional imperative to abide by a code of conduct consistent with the standards underlying the active military's high standing among the American people. The public easily and inescapably associates one with the other, often without distinction, and clearly deems retired officers as members of Sir Hackett's military "priesthood." They are therefore of the profession and apart from it, and it naturally follows that they are ethically bound to a certain code of conduct consistent with the character of the profession's relationship to the American people, civilian authority, the active cohort, and their own individual legacy.

In their writing on behalf of military leadership within the Royal Canadian armed forces, Colonel Bernard Horn and Dr. Robert Valker support this idea by recognizing the comparative obligation of senior military leaders to the health and efficacy of the military profession. In an analysis that is easily applicable to the U.S., they observed:

"Stewardship is therefore formally defined as the special obligation of officers and non-commissioned members who by virtue of their rank or appointment, are directly concerned with ensuring that the profession of arms...fulfills its organizational and professional responsibilities...."\textsuperscript{19}

These responsibilities are often informed by common standards and a trust relationship with a particular client, something that Huntington observed, adding "The client of every profession is society, individually or collectively...This social responsibility
distinguishes the professional man from other experts. Importantly, Huntington’s basic elemental characterization of what constitutes a profession — expertise, responsibility, and corporateness — supports the notion that retired military leaders are stewards of the relationship between the military and its civilian host.

Huntington’s idea of corporateness, in particular, has a special resonance in describing the active and retired cohorts together under a corresponding professional ethic, and their shared membership within the broader military profession. He describes both “associational” professions (law, medicine) and “bureaucratic” professions (diplomatic corps), and notes they are not mutually exclusive, the first having an express code of conduct, while the later operates under a “collective professional responsibility” toward society. The military profession shares elements of both, and the unique characteristic of what Huntington describes as "a sense of organic unity and consciousness of themselves as a group apart from laymen. This collective sense has its origins in the lengthy discipline and training necessary for professional competence, the common bond of work, and the sharing of a unique social responsibility." In much the same way, senior military leaders share a unique responsibility toward the military profession and its interests, place, and role in society. As its most experienced members and institutional ballast, they are proprietors of the profession’s relationship with civilian authority and serve as a key conduit between the Armed Services and the American people. Retired officers share special trust in facilitating the reputation, influence, credibility, and understanding between the military and the American people. Their status is predicated on credibility, trusted for their loyalty, and
highly regarded precisely for what the military profession is, a reflection of the country's highest ideals, and what it is not, a self-interested constituency.

Stewardship of the military profession by past and present leaders who share mutual responsibility and commitment fits easily into this definitional construct. The question, then, is whether this unique responsibility to the profession extends to members of the retired cohort. The objection by General Dempsey, and others, appears to be that an important association boundary is crossed when retired officers use their status and professional standing to become political actors.

**Stewardship, Stoicism, and Restraint**

The nature of retired military professionals, integral as they are to the national security culture, may require in retirement the same kind of Stoic discipline which served them so well amidst the trials of active duty. An important aspect of the Stoic character is the measured restraint by former leaders in their critiques of national military policy and operations. This is essential to the profession and its relationship to civilian leaders, their decision making processes, and the profession's place in the national security and policy dialogue. There is no question retired leaders have the same civic rights to say and participate in the public domain as any other citizen. But the question is, should they?

Huntington makes perhaps the most detailed and passionate argument for an apolitical military profession as a central tenet of American civil-military relations. His military ideal calls for a conservative profession balanced between functional imperatives and social values, in selfless subjugation to civilian authority despite individual misgivings over policy. In his view, "The essence of objective civilian control
is the recognition of autonomous military professionalism." He considered the active involvement of the military profession in politics as a threat to both the military and the nation, noting that "the participation of military officers in politics undermines their professionalism, curtailing their professional competence, dividing the profession against itself, and substituting extraneous values for professional values." Arguing for partial differentiation of ethics for the military profession as it concerns an inherent right, such as political participation, Hartle similarly acknowledged the need for military leaders to "weigh their special obligation as professionals and their functional requirements" against certain individual rights.

In the case of the military, the value in ethical differentiation and its associated relevance for retired officers is the idea that the profession's place in public life is informed by the fact that it is of the nation, representative of its ideals both domestically and abroad, and not a separate constituency or interest. The profession's nonpartisan character is part of what distinguishes the military, and it is a functional requirement derived from a civil-military relationship free of political distractions and debate and all that comes from it. General Dempsey's predecessor as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Michael G. Mullen, echoed the same sentiment, noting "a professional armed force that stays out of the politics that drive the policies it is sworn to enforce is vital to the preservation of the union and to our way of life."

The principle point of reference for both Mullen, Huntington and Hartle was the active duty force, but an important analogy for the military profession writ large is easily drawn. The associative nature of the retired cohort to the active force should drive former senior leaders to abstain from criticism of current civilian leadership, defense
policy, or operations. There is a mean between political non-participation and advocacy. No one would suggest members of the military profession abdicate their right to vote, contribute, join, or discuss policy in appropriate settings. But active criticism of a particular policy or civilian leader by retired general officers, the sort that was witnesses in the 2006 "revolt of the generals" calling for the resignation of Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, was a stunning example of the profession being drawn into a public discourse implicating specific executive prerogatives of civilian leadership, especially the President. It forced the active military cohort into the untenable position of defending claims by retired general officers and suggested a discord between the military and the Secretary of Defense. In the end the incident diminished both, including the officers involved.

And for good reason. Military leaders are individually and collectively representative of the profession and are an expression of its unique ethic that is properly apolitical. There is a potential cost to political activism paid by the credibility of the military profession and institution far greater than the cost of restraint. What distinguishes the military profession from the rest is precisely what is lost when retired leaders enter the public domain to criticize current policy and operations not as selfless servants, but as critics.

So how should retired leaders act? What model within the military profession should inform their approach to political activism? One possibility is the sort of professional Stoicism described as far back as Marcus Aurelius, recognizing the value and acceptance of political realities that are beyond the span of immediate control or
authority. The lesson of Stoicism is a lesson, in part, of restraint and tacit understanding of the Soldier's relationship to civilian governance.

Dr. Michael Evans, of the Australian Defense College in Canberra, has made the case for an application of Stoic traditions in western military professions based on a system of four cardinal virtues of courage, justice, temperance, and wisdom. In doing so, he suggests, in part, that military leaders learn from the Stoic conviction "that virtue consists in knowing what is in one's control and what is not," and the associated obedience to one's professional calling.

It is not for nothing that Epictetus compares the Stoic's life to that of the discharge of military service....Each man's life is a campaign, and a long and varied one. It is for you to play the soldier's part – do everything at the General's bidding, divining his wishes, if it be possible.

At every stage of his military career, no matter what the personal discomfort, the professional officer must seek to behave correctly. As Epictetus puts it, life is like a play, and 'it is your duty to act well the part that is given you; but to select the part belongs to another.'

Stoicism might therefore be useful as a system for informing the conduct of former military leaders in their approach to policy dialogue and dissent. By "playing the Soldier's part" they are satisfying the higher virtue of temperance and wisdom so crucial to service in arms, in deference to the professional ethic of non-partisanship and recognition of its importance to the military, now and for the future.

Just as importantly, a Stoic approach to post-retirement partisanship also serves an ethic of loyalty to the active cohort by mitigating challenges to their credibility to speak out on controversial matters. Echoing Huntington's concern that partisanship could "divide the profession against itself," when retired leaders enter the public domain to criticize civilian or active military authorities, they risk compromising the legitimacy of
current leaders whose express duty it is to execute orders that are given. Policy criticism by respected voices within the military profession carry with it a challenge to the profession itself, particularly the active cohort, and as a result their tempered restraint in such matters helps sustain the military's much earned trust among the public at large.

**Professional Stewardship and Civil Society**

There exists an inescapable ethical component to a career officer's relationship to the military profession in its relationship to civil society. If it is appropriate for military leaders in a democracy to be apolitical during active service, and that such is in the best interest of the nation, then it is reasonable to expect that officers respect the same upon transition to a retired status. There is an ethical trust, and perhaps even a moral virtue, in the separation of a nation's professional military from the public domain. Professional ethics help bind the active and retired cohorts together as members as one very special fraternity, and remain a defining characteristic of the profession's relationship to American society.

Americans ascribe a certain trust to their military leaders because, in part, they represent an institution considered a national asset and an essential instrument of civilian authority. There is, accordingly, a noble concordance of ethical imperatives and institutional priorities in military-civilian relations that endures despite the transition to retired status and return to civilian life. When career military leaders enter the domain of policy advocacy and partisanship they risk betraying the very thing that distinguishes them in the first place. If former leaders appear to leverage their active service as the fulcrum by which they enter the public space to criticize policy, or even
worst, to profit from it, they may lose the halo of selflessness so strongly engendered by a successful military career.

What is at risk when retired senior leaders question the decision making process of the active cohort and civilian leadership? For many, it is nothing less than the credibility of the profession itself. Costs to the profession, large and small, occur when former military officers openly criticize the current military and civilian leadership, appear to gain personally from such criticism, or perpetuate the idea of a monolithic military establishment as an interest group or vague political constituency. When this happens the trust relationship with the American people risks compromise. The public will naturally infer that retired senior officers are channeling a prevailing view within the military potentially at odds with the civilian or military leadership, putting active members of the profession in the position of having to defend civilian policy or military advice.

For example, if a president thinks a senior leader will turn against him publically upon retirement, write tell-all books, or enter the public domain of discourse and punditry, why then trust him today, or any military leader, for that matter? Dissent by retired officers in controversial or politicized matters can attach to the active service and inform Congress and the administration about the sort of military they are dealing with, correctly or not.

What happens to the public's perception of the profession when the public domain is occupied by discordant military voices and disquisitions regarding strategy when they create a cacophony of contradictory expert assessments between various constituencies involved in a particular issue or approach? Such a thing is ultimately
counter-productive, if not immediately detrimental, since the people left to defend
criticisms of current policy will be military leaders one or two generations behind.

In answering this question, Army Lieutenant Colonel Jason Dempsey, who holds
a Ph.D in Political Science from Columbia University, considered the impact that
political involvement by recently retired general officers can have on the active force
and its relationship with civilian authority, and found that there is indeed a cost.

If retired generals continue to leave the force and enter the partisan
political fray as a means to settle unresolved grievances, they are likely to
inspire elected leaders to further vet the political affiliations of those
officers considered for promotion. Furthermore, when officers endorse
parties or candidates as a means of resolving conflicts with their former
bosses, they may lead other elected officials to question the motivation of
military advice in other contexts.41

Writing of the role and impact of military veterans participating in competing
conservative and liberal media campaigns during the 2008 Presidential election,
Dempsey further observed "The armed forces risk being torn apart by internal political
conflicts in addition to squandering the military's reputation for unwavering subservience
to the democratic process."42

Military professionals who engage in this kind of partisan public dialogue also
invite suspicion by opposing sides of important national security and defense issues,
and are easily co-opted by its advocates and for their own purposes. They also risk
criticism of self interest for profit or position which may taint the military as a whole.
This, then, risks mistrust by the executive and legislative branches which may call into
question the honest and essential advice of active military leaders in their role as
advisors and implementers of national strategy.
During the 2012 political campaign, Dr. James Golby of West Point, Dr. Peter Feaver of Duke University, and Kyle Dropp of Stanford University, writing for the Center for a New American Security (CNAS), took a critical view of the role of military endorsements and the intercourse between retired general officers and politics in the context of presidential elections. They note the prized status of retired flag officers as advisors and participants in national campaigns, where "The message of such endorsements is clear and unmistakable: 'I am a distinguished military voice speaking on behalf of the military. Because "we, the military" trust this person to be commander in chief, you can, too.'"\[43\]

Indeed, during the recent 2012 election, numerous retired military officers endorsed presidential candidates including dozens of retired three and four star generals.\[44\] Such high profile involvement, presumably designed to bolster a candidate's national security credentials, creates undue risk to the objective character so integral to the military profession and its relationship to civil society.\[45\] The Golby, Feaver and Dropp study detailed the potentially adverse consequences resulting from political activity by retired senior leaders on the military profession's standing within civil society.

[The survey suggests that] such endorsements do affect the way the public views the military and that endorsements may undermine trust and confidence in the military over the long term....This perception also might undermine military recruiting efforts and hinder effective civil-military relations.\[46\]

While acknowledging the controversial nature of Secretary Rumsfeld's perceived politicization of the officer corps, West Point Professor Colonel Matthew Moten has nonetheless observed, "While those are matters of concern, as policy choices by civilian leaders they lie outside the scope of the professional military ethic." In condemning the
conduct of retired general officers associated with the "revolt of the generals" and their
call for Rumsfeld's resignation, Moten accurately captured the implications for their entry
into the public policy domain, most specifically their adverse affect upon the nonpartisan
ethic of military service. He noted:

This dissent and the widespread perception that the retired generals 'spoke for' their former colleagues still on active duty threatened the public trust in the military's apolitical and nonpartisan ethic of service as well as the principle of civilian control.

Others have similarly observed the detrimental effect on civil-military relations whenever retired senior leaders enter the political domain. In studying the political activity of retired general officers during the mid-1990s, Boston University professor Andrew Bacevich, himself a West Point graduate and career Army officer, concluded that all they accomplished was a regrettable degradation of the profession, and themselves.

At its core, the concern arising when retired senior leaders enter public policy debates has its roots in the relationship of the military profession to the civil society, national leadership, and the active military itself. Accurately or not, and fairly or not, retired senior leaders represent something bigger than themselves whenever they enter the public domain and with that comes a certain responsibility. The representation is nearly always implicit, but as Golby, Feaver, and Dropp observe, that is enough. "When veterans of any rank explicitly or implicitly suggest that they are speaking on behalf of the military as an institution, they have crossed the line and are risking considerable damage to the norm of a non-partisan military."
**Stewardship, the Individual, and *Noblesse Oblige***

Finally, as part of a differentiated ethic for former military leaders, there is a nuanced argument for nonpartisanship resident in the social idea of a differentiated moral obligation, known as *noblesse oblige*. The term describes a commitment by those with social status to conduct that is noble, or deserving of received honors. Generally stated, the application of noblesse oblige to the military profession and its retired senior leaders suggests an unwritten code of principles derived from service to the nation. Its origins are social and professional norms and the conditions under which the military profession functions within the American system. It informs the conduct of individuals, and is adopted and enforced by members of the military profession and society.51

At its definitional core, noblesse oblige concerns aspiration toward a higher ethical ideal, informed by conduct that is entirely consistent with the military professional ethic and character. In the case of retired senior leaders, most especially general officers, they carry with them much deserved status as elite leaders of the country's most venerated and essential national security institution. Consequently, their standing within society and its associated responsibilities endure, and their position and responsibility in retired status should be considered an extension of their active service.

The idea originates from the notion that the apolitical professional ethic associated with the military profession risks betrayal when career officers surrender to an appetite for political participation wholly inconsistent with the profession’s relationship to civil society. Retired leaders who engage in public criticism of military policy often take refuge in the notion that their partisanship is consistent with their commitment to
the military and the nation, generally relying on the idea that their participation in the issue is in the best interest of both. But they misunderstand both the potential consequences, and the cost. In a world with large and imposing challenges, the sideline sniping by those no longer vested with personal responsibility for leadership threatens the credibility of the profession and achieves little for servicemembers in the field.

Out of a sense of noblesse oblige, therefore, retired military leaders should refrain from exercising certain civic rights to comment and critique the civilian and active military leadership. Such restraint should arise from a genuine commitment to stewardship of the military profession, and concern for its highly reputable place within the American system. Their conduct with regard to the nonpartisan military profession should originate from an individual sense of social obligation, with a commitment to the profession's unique place and function in society.

A good analogy for this is the U.S. judiciary. There is an unwritten professional code that generally restrains members of the judiciary from public criticism of judicial decisions by others out of a personal and professional commitment to the rule of law. If judicial decisions were commonly prey to popular criticism outside formal appellate processes, citizens and institutions would begin to question the competency and legitimacy of the judiciary as an essential social and political institution. In this way the military is no different. When retired senior officers question the validity of military policy or the civilian leadership they call into question the expertise and competence of the profession itself, and those active members participating in the decision making.
As the military develops its senior leaders, the profession must continually affirm its apolitical character if it is to achieve consensus of the ethic's fundamental value, and the alternative's genuine professional risks. A good start to this habituation would be a straight forward approach toward a new professional ethic regarding nonpartisanship by members of the profession's retired cohort.

**Toward a New Professional Ethic**

The relationship of the military profession to society has long been influenced by a code of ethical conduct that is both formal, as expressed in the *Joint Ethics Regulation*, and implied through standards of conduct developed over many generations. Huntington described this behavior as "comparable to the canons of a professional ethics of the physician and lawyer….the officer's code expressed in custom, tradition, and the continuing spirit of the profession."

Voicing the need for a coherent statement of Army ethics, Colonel Moten correctly observed, "the Army officer corps has both a need and an opportunity to better define itself as a profession, forthrightly to articulate its professional ethic, and clearly to codify what it means to be a military professional." In view of the associative nexus between the two military professional cohorts there is a need to include in any future professional ethic the recognition of unintended adverse consequences of retired officers entering the public domain for policy or partisan advocacy.

Retired general officers, in particular, merit a special accounting because of their unique status both within the military profession and American society. The CNAS study of the role of general officers in the 2012 Presidential election specifically distinguished this small but crucial population for special consideration, and noted:
Once an officer achieves flag rank, it seems likely that the broader public would view his statements as “official” even if he tried to claim they were his own private, personal views....Consequently, an effective taboo must focus on flag officers at a minimum.57

Nearly all professions have ethical standards which codify rules and guidance offering clarity, certainty, and concordance to an often discordant constellation of rules governing personal and professional behavior, particularly those like the military where trust and accountability are considered essential. Golby, Feaver, and Dropp described the nature of an ethical standard for military professionals in relation to policy and politics, noting “the prudent course is to adopt norms of behavior that create the brightest possible line between the sphere of partisan politics that picks the American commander in chief and the sphere of military professionals who must serve unreservedly regardless of what the other sphere produces.”58

Jason Dempsey, in turn, having considered in depth the political attitudes of the U.S. Army, believed that the military needs to internalize these norms of nonpartisan behavior within the profession and ensure its neutrality during often partisan national debates over national defense and foreign policy as a way of preserving its reputation with civil society. "It is therefore crucial," he wrote, "for the military to educate its members on appropriate norms of behavior at a time when military leaders must carefully navigate a contentious domestic political environment that is sharply divided on issues of national security."59

A professional ethic addressing the conduct of retired leaders is easily reconciled with the norms of behavior currently incumbent on military leaders though the existing paradigm of federal government ethics designed to mitigate financial conflicts of
interest. These rules are in place because they serve the best interests of the public. A reasonable set of sanctions for retiring senior leaders is entirely consistent with this.

For example, a formal approach might codify a two-year “cooling off” period following retirement prohibiting any public statement advocating for or against a particular policy, political candidate, or operational matter implicating the Department of Defense or its subordinate military services. Jason Dempsey also suggests consequences for recently retired general officers who "use the military's prestige for partisan purposes." These include removing the title of general from official correspondence, denial of speaking rights before active military audiences, and exclusion from various mentoring programs. He concludes that, at a minimum, "more professional opprobrium should be meted out to those who step in front of national political conventions and have the temerity to claim to be 'simple soldiers.'"

Regardless of what form such penalties take, the achievement would be the professional recognition of a new ethic of nonpartisanship incumbent upon retired senior leaders. The normative values for the profession would help define a standard recognizing the important role that retired senior leaders play as stewards and, as Huntington concluded, “remain true to themselves, to serve with silence and courage in the military way.” It would also clearly articulate the risks and potential adverse consequences to the profession and the civil-military relationship that come from retired officers who, as Jason Dempsey described, implicitly deal in “a commodity they should realize is not theirs to trade."
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